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/*
 * This program is written to control a simple one-axis solar tracker.
 * The program measures variable resistance from two photo-resistors, 
one on either side of the solar panel.
 * In the real world, the two resistors would determine which way to 
turn the solar panel, East or West, depending on the sun's position in 
order to maximize alternative energy production of electricity.
 */

//You will need to include the attached servo package so the Arduino 
knows how to control its functions
#include <Servo.h>

// create servo object to control a servo
Servo myservo;
// variable to store the servo position
int pos = 90;
// list pins for photocell resistors
int east = 0;
int west = 1;
// photocell values to be compared
int eastRead;
int westRead;
// which way should the solar panel turn?
int compass = -1;

void setup()
{
  // attaches the servo on pin 9 to the servo object
  myservo.attach(9);
  //Initializes the servo to 90 degrees, the middle of its range
  myservo.write(90);
  //Allows user to place servo on mount within 5000ms or 5 sec
  delay(5000);



  //Starts Serial monitor for testing purposes
  Serial.begin(9600);
}

void loop()
{
  //Determines values from Photocell resistors
  eastRead = analogRead(east);
  westRead = analogRead(west);
  //Does the solar panel need to turn towards the East?
  if(eastRead > westRead)
  {
    Serial.println("East");
    //Sets variable to turn servo towards the East
    compass = 0;
  }
  //Does the solar panel need to turn towards the West?
  if(westRead > eastRead)
  {
    Serial.println("West");
    //Sets variable to turn servo towards the West
    compass = 1;
  }
  //Below group of code turns solar panel towards the East
  if(compass == 0)
  {
    //If the servo position is in between 5 and 175
    //0 and 180 are the maximum values of the servo and this has a 5 
degree tolerance
    if(5 <= pos && pos <= 175)
    {
      //Subtracts 1 from the "pos" variable and overwrites the integer
      pos -= 1;
      //Sets the position of the servo
      myservo.write(pos);
    }
    Serial.println(pos);
  }
  //Below group of code turns solar panel towards the West
  if(compass == 1)



  {
    //If the servo position is in between 5 and 175
    //0 and 180 are the maximum values of the servo and this has a 5 
degree tolerance
    if(5 <= pos && pos <= 175)
    {
      //Adds 1 to the "pos" variable and overwrites the integer
      pos += 1;
      //Sets the position of the servo
      myservo.write(pos);
    }
    Serial.println(pos);
  }
  //Catch to make sure the servo stays within the 5 degree tolerance
  if(pos < 5)
  {
    //Manually sets "pos" variable to the integer of 5
    pos = 5;
    //Sets the position of the servo
    myservo.write(pos);
  }
  //Catch to make sure the servo stays within the 5 degree tolerance
  if(pos > 175)
  {
    //Manually sets "pos" variable to the integer of 175
    pos = 175;
    //Sets the position of the servo
    myservo.write(pos);
  }
  //Allows for 100 milliseconds for the servo to reach its new position
  delay(100);
}


